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To Whom lt Mav Concern

Sirocco Air Technologies was awarded a valuable contract for the installation of a ventilation

system and a general factory upgrade. They secured the contract in the teeth of fierce

competition, though they did have an edge as they had undertaken as installation at our sister

company A& E Sri Lanka to their complete satisfaction.

The project entailed of designing a suitable cooling system for the dye house and suitable

racking system for storage of finished goods. Their proposal was to use evaporative cooling as

spot cooling for the workers and lower energy consuming, roof fans for hot air extraction.

Sirocco arranged simultaneous shipments from Malaysia, ltaly and Sri Lanka and their

coordination was such that all the equipment arrived in Chittagong port at much the same

time.

The project has been complete success with a significant drop in the temperature and

significant increase in worker comfort. Sirocco flew over a competent installation crew who

carried out the work well within the stipulated time frame and well up to our highest

expectations.

We are aware that their professionalism is a by word in their home country and it is our

understanding that they have just been awarded a lucrative contract by MAS lntimates,

Bangladesh.

We have just obtained quotations for ventilating the other part of the factory upgrading

storage racking system and steel structural mezzanine floors.

We have no hesitation in recommending them any other line business that they are engaged.

Thank you
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Angelo Leanage

Managing Director
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